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classical Athens, for business that concerned them all—
chiefly the common worship of the Ancestors, and the vote
on the admission of new members, the legitimate children
of the old, to the Roll of thefrateres. (It was this admission
to what had been, and always remained in theory, a group of
kinsmen, that carried with it admission to all the rights and
duties of an Athenian.1) But within the oikos the father of
a family, Tra-rijp, the Owner, was a despot. Even the power-
ful State of classical Athens never questioned his right to
decide whether his new-born children should be reared or
" put down " ; the latter, if the father decided that his
estate would not stand further division, or that the child
did not look good enough, or that he did not want another
girl. If his motive for not wanting a child were the first
of these, however, the foetus might already have been
destroyed by abortion.2 It was only the " national
socialism " of classical Sparta that took this right out of the
father's hand and vested the task of deciding whether the
newcomer was likely to make a good Spartan soldier or
mother (and so, might live) in a board of officials of the state.
In the earlier period there is no doubt that the Greek father's
1 This serves to emphasize the important fact that the Greek state
at this period is not a group of individuals, but a group of groups. One
aspect of the whole great process of development of the " Greek Renaissance "
is the " withering away " of the sovereign powers of the old kindreds and
other lesser groups under the all-covering shadow of the State, until state
and individual are left face to face. The early Roman state was a similar
group of groups ; which explains the fact, at first sight so astonishing, that
any paterfamilias could in effect confer Roman citizenship on his slaves,
by manumission. The slave was a member of the familia already ; and
every free member of the familia was a rivis Romanus.
8 Several ancient texts (e.g. Cicero, pro Cluentio, 11 ; Galen, xix,
p. 177, ed. Kuhn; (Lysias ?) Kar* MvriyeVot;? apfSXcborews) allege that
to procure abortion was a penal offence under most Greek codes—at
Miletos, Athens, Sparta, for instance. So it was, but Glotz (SolidanU,
pp. 351 ff.) shows that it was an offence against the father, if practised against
his wishes with a view to causing the failure of his line, or for any other reason.
Cf. the case of the widow of Miletos (a famous case) m Cicero, loc. cit., who was
persuded to induce abortion in the interests of the dead man's heirs-in-
default. Hence, as Glotz points out, there was no public ypa.^ d/n^Aoicreco?
at Athens; to prosecute this offence, recourse must be had to the private
si'kij <ji6vov, and the prosecutor could therefore only be the unborn child's
next of kin.

